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Prinzol HD Ex-Life.

Prinzol – HD Ex-Life is suitable for passenger cars, vans, SUVs,
light trucks, heavy-duty vehicles and many off-road applications
such as stationary engine cooling systems. It will provide superior
corrosion protection for all cooling system metals, including
aluminum, steel, cast iron, copper, brass and solder alloys.
Prinzol – HD Ex-Life is a concentrate mix and requires water
dilution.
it provides total cooling system protection for 600,000 on road
miles without the use of additive-containing coolant ﬁlters or
supplemental coolant additives(SCA).
It contains no phosphate, silicate, borate, nitrate or nitrite. It meets
the performance requirements of ASTM D6210 without nitrite or
nitrite/molybdate, but still provides wet sleeve cylinder liner
cavitation protection due to its unique formulation.
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it is recommended that a sample of the coolant be inspected
quarterly to detect any problems such as significant color change,
pH change, phase separation, precipitation, cloudiness, or
obvious contamination. This inspection should be in addition to
the parameters that are normally checked in a routine or
scheduled maintenance program.
It is compatible with all types of coolant technologies including
conventional inorganic acid salt formulations, straight organic acid
(OAT) formulations, hybrid organic acid formulations (HOAT),
nitrited HOAT formulations (NOAT) and other multi-organic acid
formulations.
it can be mixed with other coolants in any proportion without
adverse effects on corrosion protection.
DOES NOT contain recycled antifreeze.
Follow engine manufacturer’s recommended service intervals.

Specifications









EG CONTENT 90-95%
INHIBITORS >4%
COLOR: Red
SPEC GRAVITY 1.110-1.115
pH(as is) 8.0-8.5
FREEZE PT(50%) -34F
BOIL PT(50%) +265F
Meets ASTM D 6210/3306 and 4985

Cooling System Recommendations
A clean cooling system is required for the protection of your vehicle/ equipment. When changing
coolant, always drain and flush your system thoroughly before refilling with recommended coolant.
Maintain coolant levels properly. Always top-off with premix coolant. Change coolant regularly to
remove contamination that may develop from engine gases or other fluids. Always follow
manufacturers’ service recommendation.
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